These novels were selected by your librarian for the homeschool book club, *Book Talk*.

Alexander, Lloyd  
*The Book of Three*

Applegate, Katherine  
*Wishtree*

Arnold, Elana  
*A Boy Called Bat*

Bartlett, Tracy  
*The 100 Year-Old Secret*

Beasley, Cassie  
*Circus Mirandus*

Bertman, Jennifer  
*Book Scavenger*

Bowling, Dusti  
*Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus*

Brown, Peter  
*The Wild Robot*

Buckley, Michael  
*The Fairy Tale Detectives (Sisters Grimm)*

Chick, Bryan  
*The Secret Zoo*

Clements, Andrew  
*The Map Trap*

Clements, Andrew  
*No Talking*

Creech, Sharon  
*Love That Dog*

Creech, Sharon  
*Moo*

Dahl, Roald  
*Danny the Champion of the World*

Deedy, Carmen  
*The Cheshire Cheese Cat*

DiCamillo, Kate  
*The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane*

Foxlee, Karen  
*Ophelia and the Marvelous Boy*

Funke, Cornelia  
*Igraine the Brave*

George, Jessica Day  
*Tuesdays at the Castle*

Grabenstein, Chris  
*Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library*
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Henkes, Kevin  
*The Year of Billy Miller*

Holm, Jennifer  
*The Fourteenth Goldfish*

Houts, Michelle  
*Winterfrost*

Jones, Kelly  
*Unusual Chickens for the Exceptional Poultry Farmer*

Lin, Grace  
*Where the Mountain Meets the Moon*

Martin, Ann  
*A Dog’s Life*

Martin, Emily  
*Snow & Rose*

Pearce, Jackson  
*Pip Bartlett’s Guide to Magical Creatures*

Peck, Richard  
*The Mouse with the Question Mark Tail*

Perkins, Lynne Rae  
*Nuts to You*

Robinson, Sharon  
*The Hero Two Doors Down*

Ross, Joel  
*The Fog Diver*

Scieszka, Jon  
*Frank Einstein and the Antimatter Motor*

Swanson, Matthew  
*The Real McCoys*

Yep, Lawrence  
*A Dragon’s Guide to the Care and Feeding of Humans*